
CHANGES AND EVENTS LEADING TO THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1924

Changes and Events leading to the Immigration Act of Although there are many different and complex reasons to why
the Immigration Act of was.

Changes in the demographics of the United States in the years between and played perhaps the most
significant role in defining the language of the bill. A change that the Congress made as a result of this was
putting quotas on immigrants depending on where there home land was. It is all free! Immigration Act of The
recognition that more than , immigrants had been admitted to the United States during illustrated the loose
restrictions imposed by the immigration law of  Congress had decided that preserving the racial composition
of the country was more important than promoting good ties with Japan. The Immigration Act of limited the
number of immigrants allowed entry into the United States through a national origins quota. There are
different types of eugenics, but the type that was used to classify immigrants was based mostly on physical
characteristics that were thought to be subordinate. The perception had been that the United States had been
settled largely by western European stock, primarily Protestant, and nearly entirely white. Grolier, This
invention sparked a concept of traveling in the change of a lifetime essay Leilani Torres Duo, Mrs. This
shaping of? Similar effects were observed among other eastern Europeans. The new law traced the origins of
the whole of the U. The Immigration Act of increased the categories of aliens in the United States. Asians
were specifically excluded from immigration. There were deductions for both Europeans and non-Europeans.
The US census of and therefore reflected the massive immigration levels from South-Eastern European
countries which would have increased their percentage quotas. Meanwhile, immigration opponents were
pushing for the mass removal of some foreign-born residents. For example, the quota for Italy, was reduced
from 42, to 3, people. Read the full text of the Immigration Act of  The literacy test proved to be of no more
than minor significance. Consequences of the Act of The most immediate impact of the new law was the
restriction of eastern Europeans, particularly Jews, from entering the United States. I discussed how eugenics
dealt with southern and eastern Europeans, but there was another group that was effected by the changes and
events leading up to the act. Black people, freed fromslavery only in recent generations, and mostly
uneducated and living in poverty, were either excluded or simply ignored in the argument. Waste no more
time! Though there were advocates for raising quotas and allowing more people to enter, the champions of
restriction triumphed. The Chinese Exclusion Act of was the first major law to limit immigration. Subsequent
amendments eliminated certain elements of this law's inherent discrimination against women. This was aimed
primarily at Japanese aliens, [2] but without explicitly naming them in the act. What was an important effect
of the Immigration Act of ? It mandated that no alien should be allowed to enter the United States without a
valid immigration visa issued by an American consular officer abroad. Tepper, Michael.


